Mrs. St. George Wiliets
About Labor and Postage
By Congressman Katherine O. Smith, Washington, D. C., April 21st.
This week the Committee on Post Office and Civil Service met to
certify the building of three new rental increases to the railroads.
The last increment was on the rail mail rates. It seems to me that the new
rates were to drastically cut from 8 cents to 4 cents. Rail mail was
showing a small profit at the Ex-head rate. The increase in volume at
5 cents has not been sufficient to prevent a loss occurring under the
new rates. When you consider that the mail is a great
extent, takes the place of the day or night letter, it is very cheap
8 cents. It is a luxury service and gives the public a lot for their
money. This week we will start our committee discussion on the
bill and hope soon to be able to take up the subject.

The problem of record class rates, on
the department takes by
the Heritage, Ex-head, 8 cents, is a
law of the long road problem, and
these have been the cause of the increase in

Over the weekend I studied H.R. 188,
the bill is fairly ironclad. The offerings of the money
have the public that the increase in their
motive to turn the clock back and penalize labor and favor
management. I believe this to be utterly
rate. The title of the bill reads:
"To prescribe fair and equitable rates for
operated by labor and management
in their relations with each other.
which effect commerce,
to protect the rights of individual
in their relations with
labor disputes affecting commerce
endanger the public safety, welfare, and
for other
I believe this, and only this, to
be the purpose of the bill. In fact, I think it will carry out the
7th day in my platform, in which I said: "I believe management and
labor have an equal opportunity as
an important part of the American economy. The Government's responsibility
in the development of its policies is
to the extent that public interest
be safeguarded. The basis of the 8
and 1920's became
a fundamental and powerful one
to be practically carried. They had taken
"the public opinion." Today we see the labor
wages being the same.
The day that any man can cross the
American people this country will truly
be a dictatorship. Mr. Hartley, in
answer to an extremely unfair and
bitter remark made by a member,
read a letter of endorsement
written in his behalf to the City
and Central Bodur and Local Labor
and the Town Committee of the New York State. Mr. Smith
of the American Federation of Labor.

This is the reason why the bill is
the purpose of the bill. In fact, I think it will carry out the
7th day in my platform, in which I said: "I believe management and
labor have an equal opportunity as
an important part of the American economy. The Government's responsibility
in the development of its policies is
to the extent that public interest
be safeguarded. The basis of the 8
and 1920's became
a fundamental and powerful one
to be practically carried. They had taken
"the public opinion." Today we see the labor
wages being the same.
The day that any man can cross the
American people this country will truly
be a dictatorship. Mr. Hartley, in
answer to an extremely unfair and
bitter remark made by a member,
read a letter of endorsement
written in his behalf to the City
and Central Bodur and Local Labor
and the Town Committee of the New York State. Mr. Smith
of the American Federation of Labor.

HALCOTTVILLE
The local railroad station, which has
been in charge of a caretaker during
the winter months, will open with a full-time agent in the
next few weeks. Mr. and Mrs. W. A. Graham,
who have been in charge of the station, will return to their home in
Halcottville.

Miss Nancy Rosa of Allkben, graduated from
the Paris Dental College in 1923, and
was married to Mr. and Mrs. William A. Graham.

ANDES
The fire which broke out on Main Street
in the middle of the night, caused
considerable damage to several
businesses. The fire started in the
Brewery and spread to the
adjacent buildings. The town
responded quickly and the fire was
put out without causing any
injury. The cause of the fire is
under investigation.

We've been telling you all along that Halperns will sell merchandise at a
price that cannot be matched by anyone, and we mean anyone, when merchandise
is available. We have the price.

So here's a sample:

Complete Bathroom Outfit
Delivered to Your House
at $134.95

Kitchen Sinks with Cabinets
at $75.00

FLEISCHMANNS

Hello! we are open with a full-time agent on
the premises. We have the price.

See Halperns
FINST

Whitehall Department Store
Retail
Dealers Protected